HAUL TRUCK OPERATOR (VOLVO)
POSITION
Haul Truck Operator (Volvo)

ABOUT US
Lundin Gold Inc., headquartered in Vancouver, Canada, is part of the Lundin Group of Companies, one of the most recognized,
respected and powerful resource groups in today’s global industry. The group comprises 13 publicly traded companies focused
on the resource sector in more than 17 countries around the world.
Lundin Gold, through its Ecuadorian subsidiary Aurelian Ecuador S.A., owns the Fruta del Norte (FDN) Mine, located in southeast
Ecuador, in the province of Zamora Chinchipe.
Fruta del Norte (FDN) is one of the largest and highest-grade gold deposits in the world which is now in production. The Company
has an experienced team in mine operations dedicated to advancing FDN responsibly. In the fourth quarter of 2019, Lundin
Gold produced the first gold and sent its first tones of concentrate and dore bars. In the first quarter of 2020, FDN reached the
commercial production. The Company operates with transparency in accordance with international best practices and its
fundamental principles: Working Safely, Environmental Stewardship and Respect.

THE ROLE
Drive a 28m³ (50Tn) mining haul truck (Volvo), dump truck, or similar truck in the quarry.

RESPONSIBILITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drive various heavy equipment requiring 'E' license for surface maintenance.
Conduct daily inspections necessary to keep mining trucks running optimally.
Follow safe work procedures when driving mining trucks.
Perform all necessary inspections on mining trucks.
Support alternative work, including but not limited to clean-up, and manual labor as required by the supervisor when
driving the transport truck is not required.
Report any equipment repair needs, any material needs, and any other maintenance needs to keep production running.
Work with supervisors to gather any tooling lists, material and parts requirements.
Assist crews on the job with respect to equipment operation.
Report all accidents, incidents and near misses involving its crew, and take corrective action for their immediate, longer
and permanent repair.
Follow all company health and safety procedures and plans.
Maintain the tools and materials necessary for the execution of the work.

SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE
•
•
•

High school studies.
Driver's license type E.
At least 5 years driving haul trucks of 16m3 or larger in construction or mining companies, as well as having experience in
low high trucks or fuel tankers.

